August 31, 2020
Dear Corporate Sponsor:
“Swimming with the Marlins has helped me learn how to push through the hard times even when
I don’t feel like pushing and that always doing your best is always enough.”
“Swimming with the Marlins is fun and challenging.“
“Swimming with the Marlins gives me motivation to be fit. Setting and achieving personal goals
makes me feel like a winner!”
“I have been swimming with the marlins as long as I can remember. I have had a lot of fun and
made a lot of new friends.”
“I love swimming with the Marlins because we have close relationships formed, small groups,
individualized coaching and overall just really fun!!”
These are the thoughts and ideas we hear from our swimmers. The Regina Marlins offer an environment
of friendship, fitness and personal growth to our swimmers who can range in age from 4 to 21 years of
age. The goal of our club is to improve each swimmer’s stroke ability, endurance and confidence through
professional coaching and training. In addition to our high quality competitive swimming, we maintain a
strong emphasis on leadership, participation and recreational swimming.
We are a non-profit corporation that has operated successfully in Regina since 1967. We are affiliated
with Swim Saskatchewan and Swim Canada.
COVID 19 has brought about new challenges for our club and the world. Our swimmers are looking
forward to safely returning to the pool. We are a small family orientated club and we would like you to
become apart of the goals that help our swimmers be the swimmer that they strive to be. We are seeking
sponsors to support us in providing the high quality of programming and coaching that benefits our
swimmers and their families and to assist with with the rising costs of the pool rental. We have high
visibility at both YMCA locations and the Lawson Aquatic Centre. As well, our swim meets attract over
100 swimmers and their families from Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba.
In return for your sponsorship, we have developed a program of recognition, which is outlined on the
attached page. Come join us as a platinum, gold, silver or bronze sponsor! Our swimmers and club
greatly appreciate
Thank you for your consideration of this request and would be pleased to answer any questions you may
have.
Sincerely,
Jessica George
President of Regina Marlins Swim Club
president@reginamarlins.com
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